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An experimental study on the silicon epitaxial grorrth mechanism was carried out
by a fast wafer rotating reactor using SiH4 gas. A three inch safer was rotated
at up to 10800 r1n to control both the gaseous material diffusion rate and the
time for the gas phase reactions. Eigh wafer rotation speed notably suppressed
the gas phase reactions to prevent silicon particle production througbthermal
decomposition of siE4. As a result of such gas phase reaction control, the
controlling process for the film grow.th rate has been clarified, rdrich changes
with temperature and the wafer rotating speed. A high grorrth rate of 40 pn per
rninute was obtained at a grolrth temperature of 1o00oc-

1 Introduction

been derived from the boundary Layer thickness
and the diffusion coefficient.
The order of boundary layer thich.ess, 6,

The use of silane gas for silicon epitaxial growth has advantages over that of silicon
chloride gases. One is to reduce the grorrth
temperature belos 10O0oC and another is that it
has a possibility of promoting a grorrth rate of

in a fast rvafer rotating reactor is theoretically given as;
(1)
6 - ,[i7ro'

tens of mi crometers per minutel). Ttre
growth rate has usually been, however, only
several mi crcmeters per ninute in conventional
reactors. Furthennore, silicon particle production by gas phase reactions is one of the
causes of not only lirnigilg the growth rate but
also decreasing the epitaxial filn quality.
llith a vierr to increasing the growth rate and
decreasing the amount of particles, the authors
e-nmined the grorrth rate dependence on the
growth conditions by a fast wafer rotating
reactor using silane gas. The fast wafer
rotating method has effectively suppressed
tndesirable particle production in the gas
phase, and has clarified the growth rate
liqiting process under a wide range of growth
conditions.
more than

is the kinematic viscosity and ar is the
wafer rotatioa speed. l'he diffusion ti-me
constant, r, which is related to the degree of
the gas phase reaction is defined as;
(2,
r - 6z/o,

ntrere v

nhere D is the boundary layer thickness and D
is the diffusion coefficient. Equations (1-) aud

(2, lead to a relationship between the degree
of the gas phase reaction and the rotation
speed as;
t E (t-1

.

(3)

Equation (3) means that a higher rotation speed
will suppress the gas phase reactions. Therefore, the rrafer rotating nethod prevents
undesirable silicon particle production in the
gas phase.

2 theorv of the fast rafer rotatiag ret-hd

Incidentally, the growth rate rmder a
diffusion controlled condition, in rrhich source
material concentration on the safer surface is
negligible conpared with that of the feed gas,
is also theoretically derived as2);
(4)
cr,R, = oq/6[tp'(o) * {6flq,
strere G is the source gas conceatration, O'(0)
is the dimensionless qoncentration gradient on
the wafer surface, P is the pressure, f is the
source gas feed rate, and e is the total gas
flow rate. Equation (4) is effective under the
condition that the gas flos in the reactor is

The residence tirne of the source gas in
the boundary layer affects the gas phase

reaction,

because the gas phase reaction m.inly
takes place in the boundary layer nhere the gas
temperature is high. It is easy to control the
residence tine in a fast rvafer rotating reactor
by adjusting the safer rotation speed, although

it is difficult or almost impossible in a
conventional reactor. A theoretical relationship between the residence time and the rotation speed in a fast wafer rotating reactor has
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at a higher source gas feed rate, since the
grorvth rate mrst be proportional to the silane
gas feed rate under the diffusion controlled
condition. Ttro kinds of causes are considered
for this phenomenon; one is that the growth
rate controlled process nay change from diffusion to surface reaction at higher growth
rates; the other is that the ratio of conwersion of silane gas into silicon particles to
the feed gas rate may increase with the feed
rate.
The growth rate dependence on the growth
temperature is shomr in Fig.4. The growth rate
increased with the temperature and had a
nFxirum value, then decreased at a higher
tenperature . From Fig.4 , the growth rate
controlled process was divided into 3 regimes;
first, a reaction controlled regime at a lorv
temperature; second, a diffusion controlled
regime at a medium temperature; and third, a
particle production regime at a high temFerature, wttere the growth rate is smaller than
that under diffusion controlled because of a
large amormt of particle production in the gas
phase. An observation through a vierr port
showed that particles were also produced in the
diffusion controlled regime, though they did
not appear to affect the growth rate. These
regimes depended not only on the growth tenperature but also on the rotation speed, because
the rotation speed changes both the degree of
gas phase reaction and the diffusion rate. The
decrease in the growth rate at the particle
production regime became smnller with an
increase in the rotation speed, since a high
rotation speed prevents undesirable silicon
particle production as indicated by Eq. (3).
Actually, a decrease in silicon particles with
the rotation speed r*as observed through a view
port of the reactor.

governed by the wafer rotation. Under these
conditions, film thickness unifor:mity within a
wafer is obtained by keeping /Po/Q a constant
optimrm value. Therefore, the choice of the
growth conditions are flexible in tems of each
value of P, o and Q, even in the case that a
growth rate has to be kept constant. Accord^ing
to Eq. (4), the exnmination of the growth rate
dependence on the grotrth condition deter:mines
whether the grorrth rate is diffusion con-

trolled.
The fast wafer rotating method has an
ability to control both the gas phase reaction
and the diffusion rate, 8s shot*rr in Eqs . ( 3 )
and (4). This ability, together with the onedimensional behavior of the systen, is useful
to clarify the complex phenomena in a chenical
vapor deposition reactor.
3 Erperiment

A schematic of the reactor is shswn in
Fig.L. A 3n wafer was rotated at up to 10800
r1lm and heated by a resistance heater. The
source gas and hydrogen gas were fed from the
top portion of the reactor and supplied unifomly onto the safer surface through a porous
plate. The wafer temperature was monitored by
pyrometers. The growth conditions are shown in
Table L.

4 Resu1ts and discussion

Figure 2 shoss the growth rate dependence
on the rotation speed. Two kinds of source
gases were used for growths; one was silane at
a growth temperature of L000"C and another was
dichlorosilane (DCS) at Ll-00"C. In both cases,
the growth rate should be proportional to the
square root of the rotation speed, BS shown in
Eq.(4), if the growth is diffusion controlled.
In the case of DCS, however, the growth rate
shorred a tendency to saturate with an increase
in the rotation speed, uhich suggests that the
grorrth was surface reaction controlled at a
higher growth rate than several micrometers per
minute at 1"L00"C. As for the growth using
silane gas at L000"C, the growth rate was
faster than that using DCS, and was almost
proportional to the square root of the rotation
speed. Consequently, the grorrth usi.B silane
appeared to be diffusion controlled even at a
high growth rate of tens of microneters per
minute in spite of the 1-00 degrees loser growth
temperature than wtren using DCS. This result
indicates that silane gas suits silicon epitarial growth, when a lower growth temperature or
a higher growth rate is necessary.
The growth rate dependence on the silane
gas feed rate at the rotation speed of 10800
rpm is shown in Fig.3. Polycrystalline films
were grown below 9OO"C. The growth rate was not
l-inear to the source gas feed rate. This result
suggests the growth is not diffusion controlled

5 Gonclusion
The authors have clarified that a fast
wafer rotating reactor has an ability to
control the gas phase reaction. This ability
has been effectively applied to silicon epitaxial growth using silane gas. A rvafer rotation
effect has been found to suppress undesirable
gas phase reaction ntrich produces silicon
particles by the themal decomposition of
silane gas, and a high growth rate of 40 pn/rnin
has been obtained. The growth rate limiting
process has al-so been clarified in a wide range
of grotrth conditions.
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Table 1-. Growth conditions
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Fig.1 Rotating disk reactor diagram
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